Homing pigeons are fantastic navigators, aren't they? Interestingly, research shows that they are not necessarily more expert at navigating than their wild relatives. Instead, what centuries of domestication have produced are birds that are extraordinarily motivated to get home. You can transport them tens or even hundreds of kilometres from home, release them, and the main thing they'll want to do is to get home as soon as
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possible. This means, usefully for us researchers, that their movements between release and home can be analysed and interpreted in terms of the mechanisms that they use to navigate between two fixed points. This has made them absolutely paradigmatic in studies of animal navigation: much of the framework we have for exploring and understanding large-scale animal navigation, and in particular bird navigation, comes from studies of homing pigeons.
Can you ask a pigeon how it knows the way home? In the 20 th century, experiments aimed at uncovering pigeons' navigational strategies typically recorded 'vanishing bearings' and 'vanishing times'. Pigeons were released at familiar or unfamiliar locations, with or without fi rst undergoing experimental manipulations (such as the temporary disabling of their sense of smell, magnetism or vision), followed with binoculars, and the direction and latency with which they disappeared from the observer's view recorded as an indicator of their ability to judge the home direction correctly. Since the turn of the millennium, miniaturisation of Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers has meant that the data we can collect offer much higher spatiotemporal resolution reconstructions of entire homing journeys. We can now equip pigeons with on-board GPS devices and track their locations to within a few meters, up to ten times a second, providing a wealth of information on their navigational decisions. Current Biology 28, R952-R1008, September 10, 2018 R967 So, with decades' worth of research on these birds, it's safe to assume we now know how they navigate, right? We know a great deal, but some controversy remains. The dominant framework is the twostep 'map and compass' model: fi rst, in the map step, pigeons must establish where they are in space in relation to their goal and compute a homeward direction. Then, in the second, compass step, the pigeons must locate and take up this direction that will take them to that goal. Uncovering which sensory cues and mental representations are involved in these steps is the principal challenge for researchers in the fi eld. In a nutshell, the compass step is fairly well understood, while the map step continues to be debated. The general picture that has emerged is that pigeons process information from a number of different sensory modalities, with certain modalities preferred in specifi c situations, but with backups at hand (or at wing) if these are unavailable.
What sort of map and compass?
The sun provides pigeons with their primary compass cue. Using their so-called 'internal clock' to determine what time of day it is, pigeons can read the sun's current position to indicate direction. For example, in the northern hemisphere, the noon sun points exactly southward: if a pigeon judges its location to be north of home, it should fl y in the direction of the sun's current position. On overcast days, the earth's magnetic fi eld provides a backup: pigeons can compute geographical direction by sensing the fi eld's inclination angle as it changes systematically from the equator polewards. How the map works is more contentious, although much evidence points towards it being composed of an olfactory 'mosaic': pigeons build a representation of the distribution of different smells brought to their home by winds blowing from different directions, or during fl ights over familiar terrain around the colony, and upon release evaluate their position relative to home based on ambient atmospheric odours. The proposed existence of a map based on magnetic cues provides the chief counterpoint to the olfactory hypothesis, with current research trying to establish what components of the earth's magnetic fi eld may provide relevant information for position-fi xing.
Once familiar with a terrain, pigeons also utilise memorised visual landmarks to guide their journeys, decreasing their reliance on compassbased guidance. If released from the same site repeatedly, individuals will even settle on idiosyncratically preferred routes that they recapitulate faithfully each time -interestingly, these are not necessarily the straightest possible paths, suggesting there is a benefi t to sticking to a route you know well even if it isn't the most effi cient.
A fl ock of pigeons circling can be a beautiful sight. Is there a trick to how they stay so well coordinated? Pigeons equipped with high-resolution GPS also make excellent subjects for studying the rules underlying fl ocking in fastmoving animal collectives (Figure 1) . Besides balancing the distance to nearby fl ockmates in a way that avoids collisions but at the same time maintains fl ock cohesion, birds' rapid alignment to their neighbours' direction of movement produces impressively coordinated collective twists and turns. The type of formation that results is known as a cluster fl ock, which, unlike the famous 'V' in many avian long-distance migrants, comes at an aerodynamic cost, rather than benefi t. This suggests that the ultimate benefi ts of fl ocking outweigh its energetic cost in pigeons.
Speaking of the benefi ts of fl ocking, it's easy to see that for pigeons there is safety in numbers. What else? Another important benefi t of fl ocking is information sharing. While to our eyes each pigeon in a fl ock may look essentially identical, we know this not to be the case. Individuals can and will differ in many aspects, from morphology to motivation, but also in terms of experience, knowledge and competence.
In particular, inter-individual differences in knowledge allow us to study how information is transmitted between pigeons. We know that they can learn about routes by following more experienced partners, that they solve navigational tasks better in a fl ock than individually, and that by putting their heads together they can even produce increasingly better solutions to navigational problems over time.
Divergence in knowledge and experiences also make homing pigeons useful subjects to study how animal groups make decisions when different individuals have different 'opinions'. In this regard, pigeons are reasonably democratic, but not entirely so: most fl ock members can have a say in determining the fl ock's overall direction, but some individuals consistently contribute with more weight, in a hierarchical system of infl uence.
Do pigeons pick their leaders wisely?
A number of factors contribute to determining what rank an individual has in a fl ock's leadership hierarchy, including speed, knowledge and personality, and the interplay among these factors remains to be fully explored. And although leaders learn on the job to become more competent over time, highly incompetent leaders get deposed. In a sense then, pigeons pick their leaders more wisely than some human constituencies.
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